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8:00am 8:45am

Registration and Continental Breakfast
Hinman Forum at the Rockefeller Center, Dartmouth College

9:00am 9:10am

Welcome and Introductions: Andrea Jenkins D'20
Rocky 3

9:10am 9:55am

Keynote Presentation: Dr. Christena Cleveland D'03
“What Does the Cross Mean in an Unequal World ”
Rocky 3
Refreshment Break

10:00am 10:45am

Bridging the Gap Between Worldview and Work
Rocky 1

The Work of Art: Creativity and Collaboration
Rocky 2

Refreshment Break
11:00am 11:45am

Dartmouth: History and Hope
Rocky 1

Racial Reconciliation and Vocation
Rocky 2

12:00pm 12:15pm

Special Performance: X.ado
Hinman Forum

12:15pm 1:15pm

Please join us for lunch in Morrison Commons

1:15pm 2:00pm

Discussion: What Comes Next?
The Rockefeller Center's 1930s Room

2:00pm 3:00pm

Closing Reception: Join panelists, EWS board members, and conference participants for refreshments and
conversations in the Hinman Forum at the Rockefeller Center.

Welcome
Dear Friends,
Each year, the Wheelock Conference brings together Dartmouth alumni, faculty, staff, students, and community members to explore important questions at the intersection of faith, reason, and purpose.
In a culture that often pushes faith to the margins of life, we hope to
provide a forum for the thoughtful integration of reason, community,
and worship. We, the student organizers of the Wheelock Conference,
believe that faith-based reasoning and dialogue are essential for forming open-minded individuals and preparing them to lead fulfilling and
impactful lives.
This year, at our tenth annual Wheelock Conference, we will gather
alumni and role models from across the world to dialogue with students, faculty, and community members about how the Christian
worldview understands reconciliation and hope – as well as foster longterm mentorship relationships. In panel discussions, we will explore
how faith-based reconciliation might integrate into our professional
lives, artistic pursuits, and relationships with others. We will grapple with
history – particularly the history of Dartmouth College – from a place
of Christian hope, and we will discuss ways to grow together in charity towards our neighbors and to build bridges between communities.
We offer a very special thank you to our speakers, panelists, and
moderators for sharing their insights; to the EWS Board of Trustees for
their leadership and support; to Dartmouth College for welcoming us
to use the Rockefeller Center; to Maple Street Catering for the wonderful food; to Prayer Letters for the printing; and to all those who helped
behind the scenes with logistical coordination.
Blessings to all.
The Wheelock Conference Team

Student Team
Margaret Cross D’19
Margaret Cross is a senior at Dartmouth double-majoring in
Government and English. Outside of class, Margaret studies vocal performance and sings with the Dartmouth Glee
Club. She manages the Aquinas House Women’s Fellowship
and in fall 2018, she founded the Breaking Bread dinner discussion series that brings together students, faculty, and
alumni for conversations about faith and identity at the
Wheelock House. After graduation, she hopes to pursue opportunities in writing, law, and/or academia.
Tyné Freeman D’17, MALS’19
Tyné is a vocalist, composer, and multi-instrumentalist. She
has released several records, and has toured in the U.S. and
internationally. Her most recent album, Bridges, was a finalist in the 2018 Independent Music Awards. She earned
a music degree from Dartmouth College in 2017, and authored an ethnography exploring intercultural music collaboration. Tyné is currently completing her master’s degree
at Dartmouth, and preparing to record a new full album.
Andrea Jenkins D’20
Andrea Jenkins is a ’20 at Dartmouth pursuing a degree in
Computer Science. She is originally from Longview, Texas.
At Dartmouth, she is the Vine and Worship Project Director
with Christian Union, a Director with Camp Kesem, and was
recently the House Manager of the Wheelock House. She
is passionate about God, coding, and volunteer work. As
House Manager, she processed reservations of the House as
well as communicated with all undergraduate leaders and
staff members that use the Wheelock House.

Student Team
Micah Taylor D’21
Micah is a ’21 at Dartmouth pursuing a degree in Engineering. He was born in Dallas, but he spent much of his life in
Japan. He built the Eleazar Wheelock Society connections
portal, which allows students and alumni to contact each
other directly for mentorship and fellowship.
Jake Casale D’17, Alumni Coach
Jake works as a Business Analyst for TruDataRx, a company focused on bringing transparency and evidence-based
savings to pharmacy by empowering employers to take
control of their spend with clinical data. Before TruDataRx,
Jake worked in public health research at The Dartmouth
Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice. He graduated from Dartmouth in 2017 with a degree in psychology
and additional studies in global health, human geography,
and economic development. As a student, he served as Editor-in-Chief of the Dartmouth Apologia and held leadership positions in campus ministry, and spent several terms
abroad working with grassroots community health nonprofits in South Africa and Uganda. He is passionate about
the intersection of data science, human-centered design,
and health systems strengthening. Whenever he catches a
moment of free time, you can find him learning new board
games to share with friends and family, lost in a Biblical history/commentary, or plotting his renegade second career
as a starving actor.

Registration & Breakfast
8:00am - 8:45am
Hinman Forum
Registration and Continental Breakfast
Registration and a continental breakfast will be available
in the Hinman Forum. All meals and special performances will be held on the main level of the Rockefeller Center.
Christena Cleveland’s keynote presentation and break out discussions will be held on the lower level of the building. Elevators
are available in the northeast corner of the building, by the 1930s
room.

Welcome & Introductions
9:00am - 9:55am
Rocky 3
Welcome and Introductions
Andrea Jenkins D’20
Student House Manager, Eleazar Wheelock House

Keynote Presentation
Dr. Christena Cleveland D’03
Please join us in Rocky 3 as Dr. Christena Cleveland
discusses,
“What Does the Cross Mean in an Unequal World”

Panel Descriptions
10:00am - 10:45am
Rocky 1
Bridging the Gap Between Worldview and Work
Moderator: Micah Taylor D’21
Panelists:
Catalina Gorla D’09, CEO of TruDataRx
David Stone D’79, Founder and CEO of First Rate
Louis Tucker D’95, CEO of Mission Sync, LLC
“Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life?”
~Mary Oliver

Searching for meaningful work is nothing new, and Ms. Oliver’s
words have inspired generations of readers to consider the weight
of their vocational decisions. But this weight seems particularly
burdensome for university students today. In the midst of picking
majors, landing internships, and “finding your passion,” students
must reconcile several competing influences while building concepts of work and purpose. Personal interest, practicality, social
expectations, financial sustainability, where to live, that intangible
sense of purpose – with so much to consider, it can be easy to lose
sight of the question in favor of manufacturing the “right” answer.
This interactive discussion between three alumni will center on
how they have navigated these tensions in their own careers, and
how worldview shapes the space between questions and answers.

Panel Descriptions
10:00am - 10:45am
Rocky 2
The Work of Art: Creativity and Collaboration
Moderator: Tyné Freeman D’17, MALS’19
Panelists:
Evelynn Ellis, VP for Institutional Diversity & Equity
Sang Wook Nam, Lecturer, Tech Dir, Bregman Media Labs
In this panel, Evelynn Ellis and Sunny Nam discuss the role
of music in their lives and at Dartmouth. We will consider the ways art can do the work of connecting communities and sustaining the soul. How can we use the arts to engage across cultural and racial divides and to build trust?

Panel Descriptions
11:00am - 11:45am
Rocky 1
Dartmouth History and Hope
Moderator: Sara Holston D’17, EWS Board Member, Author
Panelists:
Annie McCune D’79, EWS Board Member
N. Bruce Duthu D’80, Samson Occom Professor of Native
American Studies
“We must accept finite disappointment,
but never lose infinite hope.”
~Martin Luther King, Jr.
How does the Christian worldview find hope in dark times and
make sense of troubled histories? In this panel, we feature the
voices of Dartmouth alumni Annie McCune, ‘79 and N. Bruce
Duthu, ‘80 who will reflect on the College’s history and share their
stories of faith at Dartmouth as one of the first female students
and as a native student, respectively.

Panel Descriptions
11:00am - 11:45am
Rocky 2
Racial Reconciliation and Vocation
Moderator: Adriana Flores D’13
Panelists:
Dr. Christena Cleveland D’03, Associate Professor, Duke
Divinity School
Dr. Jared Daughtery D’03, Senior Associate at Ernst & Young
Michael Chen D’01, National Director for Training in the
Coalition for Christian Outreach
How might a Christian worldview inform how we think about and
reach for racial reconciliation? In this special discussion, we focus
on alumni journeys and explore their convictions, knowledge,
and experiences regarding racial reconciliation.

Special Music & Lunch
12:00pm - 1:15pm
Hinman Forum
Special Performance
X.ado (ZAH-doh) is Dartmouth College’s co-ed, Christian a cappella group. Our name has two parts: the Greek letter Chi is the
first letter in Xristos which means Christ, and “ado” means “to sing
for”. Founded in 1992, we’ve spent 25 years sharing the good
news of Christ through music. Our repertoire ranges from gospel
to choral to pop, and our venues range from Dartmouth fraternities to churches to locations like Seattle, WA or Seoul, South Korea
during our annual tour!

Lunch in Morrison Commons
Please join us for lunch! Lunch bags will be available in Morrison
Commons for all attendees. Grab a healthy bag and enjoy a short
break.

Closing Discussion
1:15pm - 2:00 pm
Hinman Forum
Closing Discussion: What Comes Next?
Facilitator: Jake Casale D’17, Business Analyst at TruDataRx
Please join us as the Wheelock Conference Team discusses the
question, “What does it mean to be an agent of reconciliation,
and how can we carry what we have learned back to the unique
spaces we each occupy?” Discovering the answer to this question
may not be easy, but it begins in supportive community – not isolation.
To close out the conference, we will take stock of our individual
hopes and goals for reconciliation in our contexts. Then, we will
learn from one another’s experiences and share concrete suggestions for moving those hopes closer to reality. Everyone is strongly encouraged to participate in this short but powerful activity
where we pull together what we have learned and imagine the
next steps of the journey.

Speaker Bios
Michael Chen D’01, National Director for Training in the
Coalition for Christian Outreach
The Reverend Michael S. Chen serves as the National Director for Training in the Coalition for Christian Outreach (CCO).
Voted “most likely to be beamed up by aliens” in high school,
he was an eccentric fellow who was getting all A’s but realized that he was flunking life. The mystery and beauty of a
more compelling figure than himself set him on a new path.
Recruited to play ice hockey at Dartmouth College, he discovered a passion for ministry, earned a degree in sociology,
and attended Princeton Seminary for his Master of Divinity.
He has lectured widely on the topics of Race in America, the
sociological nature of the church, and has published articles
in the Bavinck Review and European Journal of Theology.

Speaker Bios
Christena Cleveland D’03, Associate Professor of the
Practice of Organizational Studies
Christena Cleveland, Ph.D. is a social psychologist, public
theologian, author and professor at Duke University’s Divinity School. She is the author of two books, most recently Power Trip: How Facing Inequality Sets You Free (Simon
& Schuster, projected release: late 2019). Committed to
leading both in the classroom and in the broader society,
Christena writes regularly, speaks widely, and consults with
organizations. She is also the founder and director of the
Center for Justice + Renewal, a non-profit organization
whose mission is to create a more equitable and inclusive
world by nurturing skillful justice advocacy and the depth
to act on it. Dr. Cleveland holds a Ph.D. in social psychology
from the University of California Santa Barbara as well as an
honorary doctorate from the Virginia Theological Seminary.
An award-winning researcher and author, Christena leads a
research team at Duke that is investigating self-compassion
as a buffer to racial stress, and is currently working on her
third book which examines the relationship among race,
gender and cultural perceptions of the Divine. Dr. Cleveland
is based in North Carolina where she lives with her spouse,
Rev. Jim Dahlin.

Speaker Bios
Dr. Jared Daugherty D’03, Senior Associate at Ernst &
Young
Jared Daugherty is a Senior Associate at Ernst & Young in
their Government & Public Sector practice. He holds a Ph.D.
and M.A. in Political Science with a concentration in Security, Peace, and Conflict from Duke University, and graduated in 2003 with a B.A. in Asian Studies and Music minor
from Dartmouth. Previously he worked from 2005-2011 as
a Program Officer at the Institute for Global Engagement,
an organization dedicated to promoting sustainable environments for religious freedom worldwide. After graduate
school he worked from 2016-2018 as Director of Grants/
Contracts at Shaw University, a Historically Black Colleges/
Universities in Raleigh, NC. For almost 15 years, he has been
passionate about issues at the intersection of religion,
security, and citizenship.
Bruce Duthu D’80, Samson Occom Professor of Native
American Studies, Dartmouth College
Professor N. Bruce Duthu (United Houma Nation) is the
Samson Occom Professor (and former Chair) of Native
American Studies at Dartmouth College. An internationally recognized scholar of Native American law and policy,
Professor Duthu is the author of SHADOW NATIONS: TRIBAL
SOVEREIGNTY AND THE LIMITS OF LEGAL PLURALISM (Oxford University Press 2013) and AMERICAN INDIANS AND
THE LAW (Viking/Penguin Press 2008) and was a contributing author of Felix S. Cohen’s HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW (2005), the leading treatise in the field of federal
Indian law. His co-edited special volume of South Atlantic
Quarterly, “Sovereignty, Indigeneity and the Law,” won the
2011 CELJ (Council of Editors of Learned Journals) award for
Best Special Issue. He has lectured on indigenous rights in
various parts of the world, including Russia, China, Bolivia,
Italy, France, Australia, New Zealand and Canada.

Speaker Bios
Evelynn Ellis, Vice President for Institutional Diversity &
Equity, Dartmouth College
Evelynn M. Ellis, D.Ed. joined the office of Institutional
Diversity & Equity in September 2008 as Director of Equal
Opportunity and Affirmative Action. She was appointed
Vice President of Institutional Diversity & Equity in January
2011. Prior to joining her colleagues in IDE, she served in
many administrative positions at The Pennsylvania State
University for over 23 years.
She currently oversees the staff in IDE including the Equal
Opportunity & Affirmative Action and the Diversity Education and Training teams. She represents the College as a
member of regional and national organizations related to
diversity work. Ellis works with faculty, staff and students
across the College, the Professional Schools, and at Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center on issues pertaining to recruitment and retention of diverse employees. In addition,
she is a member of the Inclusive Excellence Executive Committee, serves on the Campus Climate committee, chairs
the Diversity Council, a member of the Provost’s Academic
Committee, the Steering Committee for Sexual Misconduct
and other committees across campus.
Ellis’ academic background includes a D. Ed. in Higher Education Administration and a Master’s Degree in Music
Performance from The Pennsylvania State University in
University Park, Pennsylvania, a Bachelor’s Degree in Music
Performance from Concordia College, in Bronxville, New
York, and an Associate Degree of Arts from Alabama Lutheran Junior College in Selma, Alabama.
Ellis lives in the Hartford/Wilder/White River Junction area.

Speaker Bios
Adri Flores D’13
Adri Flores lives in the greater Boston area, is currently working with Apple and is also getting ready to start the graduate school process. She was born and raised in El Salvador,
at the age of 14 she moved to Los Angeles where she attended Bell High School. After graduating High School she
moved to New Hampshire where she attended Dartmouth
College. After college she spent a few years working with
Cru (formerly Campus Crusade for Christ) as a volunteer and
staff member and also spent some time teaching English as
a second language to international high school and college
students. During her free time you will find her baking everything from cookies to cakes and cooking for her friends.

Speaker Bios
Catalina Gorla D’09, co-founder & CEO of TruDataRx,
Inc.
Catalina has spent the past 7 years working in healthcare in a
range of roles involving research commercialization, enterprise formation, and operations development. Currently she
is the CEO of TruDataRx, Inc., a data analytics advisory firm
using comparative effectiveness analytics to drive savings
in pharmacy spend for self-insured employers. Previously
she was the founding COO of Informulary, Inc, a company
committed to improving health by providing doctors and
patients with the information they need to make wise decisions about prescription drugs. Prior to joining Informulary
she was the Program Manager of innovations in translation
and new initiatives at the Dartmouth Center for Healthcare
Delivery Science. In this role, Catalina worked with researchers and business professionals to create self-sustaining entities that address needs in the health care delivery system.
Prior to Dartmouth, she worked as an economist for a large
investment management firm, focusing on international financial markets. In this role, she developed new tools and
analytical reports on investible foreign markets. Prior to her
work in economic research, Catalina completed a financial
leadership rotation program in the insurance industry, and
held positions at an investment bank and law firm. Catalina
graduated cum laude from Dartmouth College in 2009.

Speaker Bios
Sara Holston D’17, EWS Board Member
Sara Holston D’17 is a writer and editor with a passion for
storytelling and a particular interest and background in
medieval literature, fairy tales, mythology, and cross-media adaptation. After graduating with a degree in English,
she spent a year pursuing her long-time interest in Dartmouth history by working as the Edward Connery Lathem
’51 Special Collections Fellow in Rauner Library. Since the
completion of the fellowship, she has continued this work
in Dartmouth history by researching the spiritual history of
Dartmouth College – an examination of how, over its 250
year history, Dartmouth has understood and articulated its
mission and vision and answered the question “what’s the
point of education?”.
Anne McCune D’79, Eleazar Wheelock Society Board
Member
Annie McCune graduated from Dartmouth in 1979 with a
degree in Geography and Urban Studies. After college, she
served as a campus minister with the Dartmouth Area Christian Fellowship and worked for the Town of Norwich. She
is married to Lee McCune ’78 DMS ’81, and they have four
adult children, 9 grandchildren, and are adopted family to
internationals from Afghanistan and Kyrgyzstan. They have
contributed to over 20 years of medical missions, mainly in
Honduras, and currently reside in Orchard Park, New York.

Speaker Bios
Sangwook “Sunny” Nam, Lecturer, Technical Director,
Bregman Media Labs
As The Mastering Lab founder Doug Sax likes to say “If Sunny had not existed, I would have tried to invent him.” Prior to
joining The Mastering Lab in July, 2005, Sunny had been a
mastering engineer at his own facility in Seoul, Korea for five
years. He is an experienced recording engineer, record producer and choir conductor. Coupled with his extensive studio and musical experience, he also has a Bachelors of Science in Computer Science, which gives him an exceptional
capacity to marry the artistic with the technical. This “man
of all seasoning” has mastered the unique Mastering Lab
transfer system and won the hearts of all that have met and
worked with him. In 2012, Sunny founded the Jacob’s Well
Mastering in West Lebanon, NH. Sunny’s impressive credentials and skills have endeared him to many top acts, including: David Gilmore, Keith Urban, Jeff Lorber, Steve Vai, Lee
Ritenour, Izzy Stradlin, Boney James, Graham Nash, Linda
Ronstadt, Barry Manilow, Patti Austin, Larry Carlton, Kurt Elling, Peter Sheindler, Saltacello, Orientango, National Poland
Symphony Orchestra, Daejin Kim, Young Ok Shin, Jane Monheit, Russell Watson, Billy Ray Cyrus, Marc Antoine, Gerald Albright, Warren Hill, Matt Dusk, Selah, Bauhaus, Jazzotheque
and Double Rainbow. In 2011, Sunny was nominated at the
Grammy Awards on Best Surround Sound album for his work
on “Songs and Stories” by Geroge Benson. In 2012 he was
also nominated on Best Engineered Album for non-classical
album for his work on “Follow Me Down” by Sarah Jarosz.

Speaker Bios
David A. Stone D’79, Founder and CEO of First Rate
David A. Stone is the founder and CEO of First Rate. Stone
acts as the visionary for the firm, providing direction for
product development and guidance for customer service.
Stone launched First Rate in 1991 with the vision of providing a dynamic set of analysis tools that offer web-based
performance solutions. Stone’s experience, before establishing First Rate, includes eight years at National FSI and SEI
Investments where he worked as a programmer, developer
and product manager. He has also worked as an application
consultant at ComShare. Stone embarked on his career in
1979 at Banker’s Trust of South Carolina in the management training program. After successfully completing the
program, Stone worked as an investment officer for several
years. Stone graduated from Dartmouth College where he
studied economics and mathematics while earning Varsity
letters for football and track. Stone, being very committed
to community service, serves on the board of Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, Youth With a Mission, Friends of Youth
With a Mission, and Turner 12. David and his wife, Trina, also
serve with Youth With a Mission as pioneering members of
the Business As Mission movement. Dave speaks around the
world on his experience of keeping God first in business and
has also written a book: First Rate Living in God’s Company.

Speaker Bios
Louis Tucker D’95, CEO of Mission Sync LLC
Louis Tucker is the CEO of Mission Sync LLC, a national security
sector consulting firm focusing on the intelligence and special
operations communities. He also serves as the President of the
Foundation for Innovation and Discovery (FINND), a non-profit
corporation that connects government personnel with commercial innovators, as well as hosts executive level forums designed to foster collaboration among CEOs, decision makers,
and critical thinkers in the defense, intelligence and national
security communities. Within the federal government, Louis advises several intelligence/defense principals and he sits on the
advisory boards of several technology companies. From 2007
– early 2011 Louis served as the Republican Staff Director of the
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI). As staff director, he led a team of legal, policy and intelligence professionals
overseeing the $80B+ operations of the Intelligence Community and crafting landmark legislation like the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Amendments Act (FISAA) of 2008.Louis is a Navy
Reserve Sea, Air, Land (SEAL) Commander who mobilized on active duty from May-November 2015, to serve as the senior Special Operations advisor in East Africa, and from June-December
2009, at the request of General Stanley McChrystal to serve on
his Strategic Advisory Group and in Ambassador Karl Eichenberry’s Interagency Provincial Affairs Office in Kabul, Afghanistan.
Louis served from 1996-2003 on active duty as a Navy SEAL,
from 2003-2004 as a Central Intelligence Agency officer overseas, and in 2005 as U.S. Senator Richard Shelby’s Chief of Staff
on Capitol Hill. He graduated from Dartmouth College in 1995
with a B.A. in History and earned a Master’s of Science in Strategic Intelligence from the National Intelligence University in
2006. Louis learned the importance of timing when he formed
an Internet start-up company in 1995-6 and unsuccessfully tried
to convince businesses that the Internet could be used to sell
their products; he was 18 months too early. Louis lives in Vienna,
Virginia, with his wife Jane-Anne and their three sons.

About Us
The Eleazar Wheelock Society is a non-profit organization that
provides resources and environments for Dartmouth students,
faculty, and alumni to elevate reason and academic rigor, promote development of robust ethical value systems, stimulate
constructive discussion among faiths, and share Christian perspectives. EWS engages the personal, professional, and financial
resources of Dartmouth alumni to foster relationships between
alumni, current students, and campus ministries, partnering with
Dartmouth College in its mission to prepare students for a lifetime of learning and responsible leadership.
The Dartmouth Apologia is a student-run journal of Christian
thought which articulates Christian perspectives in the academic
community. Founded in 2006, Apologia semiannually publishes
articles written to promote dialogue and provide an apologetic
for the Christian faith. The journal aims to stimulate discussion
about the integration of faith and reason by being intellectually
rigorous in its approach to religious ideas while bringing spiritual
purpose to mainstream academic discourse. The Apologia holds
the award for “Best Publication” at Dartmouth and has been mentioned in the Wall Street Journal for its innovative work.
The Association of Christian Tuck Students (ACTS) is a community
of believers at the Tuck School of Business dedicated to sharing
God’s love and encouraging its members. ACTS does this by providing opportunities for members of the Tuck community (of all
faiths) to explore, renew, and/or deepen their Christian faith; creating fellowship groups to discuss the application of God’s word
in business; and developing networks to help students grow in
Christlikeness while at Tuck. ACTS hosts a weekly Bible study and
dinner, and regularly organizes fellowship events open to the entire Tuck community.

EWS Board of Trustees
Eleazar Wheelock Society Board of Trustees
David Allman D'76, Chair Emeritus
Ralph Aye D'72, Board Member
Jake Casale D'17, Board Member
Paul Chun T'20, Association of Christian Tuck Students
Charlie Clark D'11, Vice Chair
Tamra Downing T’19, Association of Christian Tuck Students
Gregg Fairbrothers D'76, Secretary-Treasurer
Sara Holston D'17, EWS Student Director Emeritus
Hilary Johnson D'15, TH'15, Board Member
Rachel Matsumoto D'19, Board Member
Anne McCune D'79, Board Member
Bruce McKenzie D'81, Board Member
Jeffrey Poomkudy D'20, Apologia Editor-in-Chief Emeritus

Levi Roseman D'21, Apologia Editor-in-Chief
Andrew Schuman D'10, EWS Chair and Founder, The Dartmouth Apologia
Beth Johnston Stephenson D'82, Board Member
Dave Stone D'79, Board Member
Kadita Tshibaka D'70, T'71, Board Member
Louis Tucker D'95, Board Member
Lindsay Whaley, Faculty Advisor, The Dartmouth Apologia
Luanne Zurlo D'87, Board Member

The Wheelock Conference is made possible through the
dedication, ongoing service, and generosity of the
Eleazar Wheelock Society Board of Trustees.
Mailing Address: 4 West Wheelock Street, Hanover, NH 03755
Email Address: info@eleazarwheelock.org
Wheelock Conference Website http://wheelockconference.org/
Wheelock Society Website: https://eleazarwheelock.org

Alumni Portal
We are delighted to announce the launch of a portal to help connect the
Dartmouth generations around the exploration of faith, reason, vocation,
and service.
A community of close to 1,000 Dartmouth students, alumni, and faculty,
EWS believes in the importance of faith for whole-life formation. Our online
portal makes it easy for you to join a network of those who:
*Connect with Dartmouth students, alumni, and faculty across class years
*Stay updated on campus events and gatherings in their region
*Visit the Wheelock House in Hanover and connect with students
*Form mentorship relationships with students around faith and vocation
Signing onto the portal is free, quick and easy. Copy this link into your web
browser: https://eleazarwheelock.org/ and join, providing any information
about yourself you would like. You’ll be able to search our database to find
others with similar interests, receive inquiries from current students, and
stay up to date on EWS events in Hanover and in your region.
Grateful to serve the Dartmouth community alongside you.
Vox Clamantis,
Andrew Schuman, D’10

Notes

